
  

Sallie Mae Draws Unusual Upside Calls Ahead of Stimulus Deal 

Ticker/Price: SLM $12 

Analysis: 

Sallie Mae (SLM) buyers of 20,000 March $12 calls from $0.95 to $1.10, unusual volume for the name at 100X 
normal calls. SLM has rallied sharply since July and now back near two-year highs and above $12.75 can get momentum 

above the 2017 peak. SLM has longer-term upside to $17. The $4.39B company trades 7.36X earnings, 2X sales, and 
2.45X book with a 1% yield. SLM is one of the largest originators of private education loans in the US and under 

pressure earlier this year as COVID put pressure on early post-graduates who were entering their first repayment cycle. 
SLM has been more positive recently noting that the recovery since March has positively impacted more college-
educated, higher-income groups which is where the vast majority of their business rests and this has only gotten 

stronger into the Fall. SLM noted in October that the majority of college campuses are either resuming on-campus 
studies or plans to in early 2021 with the trend for post-secondary education to re-focus on campus-based learning next 

year. They are coming off a strong quarter with Q3 originations topping 1.9B and now running just 6% below 2019’s 
total despite the disruptions. SLM has a catalyst upcoming with the stimulus bill which could include another Federal 

loan holiday out to September 2021. This is a positive for SLM as they noted in October that the majority of their 
students have Federal loans as well which are higher in dollar value than their private loans ($400/mo vs $277/mo) and 

the holiday has been positive for SLM as students have been paying off their private debt faster. Analysts have an 
average target for shares of $11.50 and Street High $15 from Barclays who is positive on the name citing the 

combination of effective vaccines, healthy consumers who've benefited from income replacement and loan forbearance, 
accelerated and conservative reserving, along with "still cheap valuations." Short interest is 2.12% and down sharply 

from 12% in July. Hedge fund ownership rose 5.5% in Q3, ValueAct a sizable holder of 32M shares.   

Hawk Vision: 

 

Hawk’s Perspective: SLM has been in a strong trend and with a potential catalyst ahead, a test of that 21-MA looks 
to be a nice spot to target  

 

Confidence Ranking: $$ 
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